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Can a 60-year-old South African violinist living in
a flat in Willsesden, north London, actually change
the world? It’s a serious question because the odds
are increasing that over the next two years rich and
poor countries will come round to Aubrey Meyer's
way of thinking if they are to negotiate a half-decent
global deal to reduce climate change emissions,
Nearly 20 years ago, Meyer devised what he believed
was the only logical way through the political morass
dividing rich and poor countries on climate change.
After a letter from him was published in the Guardian,
he gave up playing professional music to set up the
tiny Global Commons Institute in his bedroom. There
he developed the idea that not only did everyone
on earth have an equal fight to emit CO2, but that
all countries should agree an annual per capita
ration or quota of greenhouse gases.

That was the easy bit. But then the musician, who
had played with the LPO and had written for the
Royal Ballet, went further. Meyer proposed that each
country move progressively to the same allocation
per inhabitant by an agreed date. This meant that
rich countries would have steadily to cut back their
emissions, while poor ones would be allowed steadily
to grow theirs, with everyone eventually meeting
in the middle at a point where science said the
global maximum level of emissions should be set.
He called it “contraction and convergence” (C&C),
Meyer is nothing if not determined. Since 1990 earning
next to nothing and sometimes practically begging
for money so he could lobby international meetings, he
has pressed C&C at every level of global government.
Early opposition came from British civil servants, who
said it was akin to communism, and major environmental groups, which were ideologically opposed to
any kind of trading emissions. For many years the US
government had no interest in any such deal.
But the climate stakes have risen with every new
scientific report, and the politicians and environment
groups have moved on. As the urgency for a global
agreement has grown, so C&C has emerged as one
of the favourites to break the international impasse,
“Its advantage is that it is far simpler and fairer than
the Kyoto agreement, which applied only to a few rich
countries," Meyer says, "it also allows science to set
the optimum level of emissions; it gets round longstanding US objections that poor countries should be
part of a global agreement; and it is inherently probusiness, because it encourages rich and poor countries to trade emissions between themselves."
The long years of single-minded lobbying mean
that Meyer’s idea now has some powerful backers,
including, in Britain, th3 Royal Commission on Environmental Pollution. 180 MPs have supported it in
an early day motion, and the government, equivocal
so far, is moving towards a version of it. It has become official policy in India, China and most African
countries, Germany and India are expected to run
with it in UN meetings. Angela Merkel, the German
chancellor, has backed C&C publicly.
Other proposals are emerging and it will take two
more years to thrash out a system that will please
everyone. But few have the elegance of C&C.
“It's the least unfair of all the proposals that have
been put forward,” Meyer says. "It secures survival
by correcting both fatal poverty and fatal climate
change in the same arrangement.”
Writing music and calculating emissions have a lot
in common, he says. “Look at a sheet of music and
you would not know what it was, but when you hear
it played, then it's beautiful. Equally, when you read
the calculations on countries' gases, they mean
nothing. But when you work out how you can reduce
them, it’s clear that it’s the best thing for humanity,”
Meyer still plays the violin every day, but seldom
with an orchestra. “I just did not realise that it would
take quite so long to change the world,” he says.

